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Date: October 17, 2021                                                                       
  Scripture: Mark 1.14,15 

Title:  What Are You Talking About? 

 
Introduction to Analog 
The word, Analog, means “something that is similar or comparable to something else”.  

Analog is designed to be a tangible way to take another, deeper, look into each week’s 

Sunday morning message. Individuals, friends, small groups, and families can use Analog 

for further discussion and exploration of the Sunday teaching. May this tool help you 

explore the expansive heart of God and practice love in the ways of Jesus.  

 

 
Teaching Season 
When the disciples asked Jesus to teach them how to pray, he responded with what we now 

call the “Our Father” or “The Lord’s Prayer.” The first request Jesus makes in that prayer 

is, “… your Kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven.” The kingdom of God (or Kingdom of 

Heaven) is unlike any kingdom or empire crafted by humans on this earth. Jesus offers 

pictures of what this kingdom is like as he goes about “proclaiming the good news of the 

kingdom.” He insists that we are a part of bringing the Kingdom of God to bear on this 

earth, and we are invited to pray for its coming … which means there is work to be done. 
You ready? 

 

Teaching  
This week we contrasted the Kingdom of God with the Empires of the Earth. In doing, we 

emphasized the radical inclusion that Jesus displays. For God’s Kingdom transcends all we 

have created here on this earth.  

 
Listen to the teaching online or on the DCC App   

 

Opening Question for the Group: What is one word to describe how you are entering this time of 

reflection?  

 

 
Questions for Discussion or Reflection 
 

Here are some questions for discussion or reflection. Don’t feel like you have to cover them 

all, and you may have questions of your own to ask. The Spiritual Practice for this week 

could be very meaningful for you or your group, so plan on 10 minutes or so for this 

exercise. If you are using this in a group context, read through these questions and the 

Spiritual Practice before your group meets to familiarize yourself with this material. You 

may want to send this out to the group before you meet. 

 
1. What stands out from this week’s teaching? Did anything specific catch your 

attention as you listened? 

 

2.  What are ways you see the good news of Jesus in our world today?  

 

https://denverchurch.org/teaching-2/
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3.  What does belief look like as we explored in today’s teaching? 

 

4. What is your first response when you hear the word “repent? 
 

5.  What do you believe God’s dream is for our city and our world? 

 

Weekly Spiritual Practice 

There are two ways to engage our spiritual practice this week.  We’ve included the written practice 
below, but also encourage your group to listen to the spiritual formation podcast of the Welcoming 
Prayer. You can listen to this guided prayer through the Welcoming Prayer by clicking on the link 
below. You can also access the spiritual formation podcast through the DCC App.  

Spiritual Formation Podcast – The Welcoming Prayer.  

This week’s Spiritual Practice is a prayer by Father Thomas Keating meant to help us surrender to 
God the many feelings that inevitably surface in the midst of our daily lives. It is a reminder that all 
of life is invitation to explore the narratives we live by and to orient our lives to Divine Love. 

Before reading the prayer we invite you/everyone in the group to sit comfortably, with your palms 
open and eyes closed – notice what words or parts of the prayer seem to stick out more than any 
other. Read through the prayer the first time slowly. When finished, consider on your own or ask 
the group to spend a few minutes in silent conversation with God about the words or parts that 
stuck out and why. After a few minutes in silent prayer, say the prayer aloud or invite the group to 
say the prayer aloud together. 

THE WELCOMING PRAYER BY FATHER THOMAS KEATING 

Welcome, welcome, welcome. 

I welcome everything that comes to me today 

because I know it's for my healing. 

I welcome all thoughts, feelings, emotions, persons, 

situations, and conditions. 

I let go of my desire for power and control. 

I let go of my desire for affection, esteem, 

approval and pleasure. 

I let go of my desire for survival and security. 

I let go of my desire to change any situation, 

condition, person or myself. 

I open to the love and presence of God and 

God's action within. Amen. 

 

Debrief: If you like, take a few minutes to debrief: 

• What did you think, feel, or experience?  

• What was helpful for you in this exercise?  

 

  

https://spiritualformation.podbean.com/e/spiritual-formation-podcast-welcoming-prayer-1630347616/

